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The alternative to the magnetic confinement fusion is inertial fusion energy mostly using
lasers as drivers for compression and heating of pellets with deuterium and tritium fuel.
Following the present technology of lasers with pulses of some megajoules energy and
nanosecond duration, a power station for very low cost energy production (and without the
problems of well erosion of magnetic confinement) could be available within 15 to 20 years.
For the pellet compression, the scheme of spark ignition was mostly applied but its numerous
problems with asymmetries and instabilities may be overcome by the alternative scheme of
high gain volume ignition.
This is a well established option of inertial fusion energy with lasers where a large range of
possible later improvements is implied with respect to laser technology or higher plasma
compression leading to energy production of perhaps five times below the present lowest
level cost from fission reactors. A further improvement may be possible by the recent
development of lasers with picosecond pulse duration using the fast ignitor scheme [1] which
may reach even higher fusion gains with laser pulse energies of some 100 kilojoules.
The fast ignitor precompresses the DT fuel up to two thousand times the solid state, as has
been measured [2]. A subsequent picosecond laser pulse provides the temperature of some
keV for the ignition of this precompressed plasma. The aim is that the picosecond pulse
deposits its energy into the centre of the precompressed plasma, for the purpose of either an
intermediate laser pulse drills in a thin funnel into the density plasma or the picosecond beam
is designed to follow low reflectivity and low dissipation with relativistic self-focusing to
such low diameters in the plasma centre, in which its energy is deposited [3].
The processes of relativistic self-focusing were studied from the very beginning [4] where
Schrodinger-soliton process [5] and a reproduction [6] of measured slight anisotropies [7]
were established. Recent studies were devoted to the magnetic field generation at the
shrinking laser beam [8] and a focusing and defocusing mechanism at relativistic self-
focusing [9] based on a nonlinear paraxial equation of laser plasma interaction [10].
The problem, which remains, is the deposition of the picosecond laser energy. If one assumes
that either the funnel process [1] or the nonlinear low-reflectivity-low-dissipative beam
propagation and nonrelativistic shrinking process down to the interesting low beam diameter
in the centre of the precompressed plasma which is sufficiently lost. The question is how the
exceedingly high laser energy density in the probably high-density centre is dissipated.
The desire of the protagonists of the spark ignition was that this energy would altogether be
then concentrated into a very small volume in the centre and from there it will initiate a self
sustained fusion detonation wave through the compressed outer high density and low
temperature DT plasma. By this way, the fast ignitor would automatically avoid many of the
well-known difficulties of the spark ignition with the nanosecond-megajoule pulses. An
ideally spherically symmetric fusion detonation front would hopefully be produced without
the Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities and without the destructive worry about symmetry in the
case of the nanosecond spark ignition.
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Contrary to these expectations one has to consider the situation of a lOOPW-laser beam of
more than 10 W/cm intensity. Taking the neodymium glass laser frequency, the quiver
energy of the electrons (see Eq. (6.70) of Ref [11]) is more than 100 MeV and the nonlinear
(ponderomotive) acceleration of the hydrogen isotopes would exceed [11] 10 GeV. How
could these particles be thermalised in the neighbourhood of the plasma centre to provide a
fusion detonation wave with energies of the deuterons below 10 keV? The stopping length of
the electrons is far beyond the plasma size and in the best case one may come down to
stopping lengths of the deuterons at the range of the plasma radius, taking into account the
very high plasma density and taking the strongest collective [12] (contrary to binary) stopping
power. Including the strong electric field from double layer effects [13], there may be in the
best way only a uniform distribution of the picosecond laser pulse energy over the whole
spherical precompressed plasma providing then the ideal conditions of high gain volume
ignition.
The details of the volume ignition [11] and the arguments for clarifying that this was first
published in 1978 [14], were elaborated just recently [15] in connection with the surprising
result that the highest neutron gains ever measured from the various laboratories were all in
agreement with the (adiabatic self-similarity) volume compression model of 1964 [11]. These
experiments only had not high enough laser energies and or plasma compression that the
simple fusion burn would have changed into the volume ignition regime. For this a core gain
G (fusion energy per laser energy in the compressed core at optimised initial temperature
above 8 is necessary while the best value from the Rochester experiments [15] have a core
gain of 0.29. Only higher gains than 8 show the typical volume ignition process [11,15] that
the rather low initial plasma temperature of the whole volume of 4.5keV or even less results
in an increase of the ion energy up to 100 keV and more. It is essential that the large amount
of self-heat from the fusion reaction products inside the reacting plasma is working like a very
large additional driver energy. Under these conditions we find how- after relatiyistic self-
focusing processes of the picosecond laser pulses - the fast ignitor scheme will result in total
fusion gains (per incident laser energy) Gtot of 200 and more for laser pulse energies of about
55 kJ.
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